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Newsletter 
SNP Dumfries Branch East 

March  2013 

 
 

Hi folks. 
 

First let me welcome Kerry our new columnist on 

board. Kerry will be keeping us abreast of the Yes 

campaign and letting us know how we can do our bit 

to bring about a yes vote.  
 

Congratulations goes to Councilor Alastair Witts for 

passing his Day Skipper Royal Yachting Association 

course. 
 

The AGM went off without a hitch and we have      

retained the same committee which makes for better 

continuity. Joan McAlpine MSP gave a good talk on 

the Yes campaign and was able to answer a lot of our 

questions, thank you Joan. 
 

We need to start thinking about raising funds to help 

with the campaign.  If anyone has any ideas please get 

in touch. 
 

Don’t forget to book your seat on the coach for the 

Independence Rally in Edinburgh on the 21st of      

September. You will find a list of speakers on their 

web site:  www.independencerally.com/  

 

 

Editor: Christine Tomkinson 
Contact Editor at: 

Email: cctomkinson@aol.com  
Phone: 01387 248320 

Deadline 

All reports, letters, items to be included in the next news-

letter must be submitted to the editor at the latest by the 

19th of April 2013. 

AGM  AGENDA 
 

SNP Dumfries East Branch  

March Meeting 
 

Monday, 25th March 2013, 7pm 

Moreig Hotel, Annan Road, Dumfries 
 

1. Welcome to all members 

2. Present 

3. Apologies 

4. Minutes of the January Meeting. 

5. Office Bearers Reports as in the Newsletter. 

         (a) Convenor 

   (b) Secretary 

   (c) Treasurer 

   (d) Organiser 

   (c) Political Education Officer 

 

6. Councillors’ Reports as in Newsletter. 

7. Report on Yes Campaign 

8. Correspondence 

9. Any Other Competent Business. 

10. Date and Place of next meeting. 

 

 
 

NOTICE OF  CONSTITUENCY ASSOCIATION 

AGM 

 
Please note Dumfriesshire Constituency Association AGM 

will be held in Moreig Hotel, Annan Road, Dumfries. 

On Tuesday 26th March 2012 at 7pm 
 

Further Scheduled Meetings 
 

29th April, 27th May 24th June 
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Convenor: 
The branch held its annual general meeting last month.  There were no changes to the executive positions held, so I sup-

pose we must be doing something right!  A welcome addition to the executive is Kerry Willacy, who has been co-opted 

for the key role as co-ordinator for the YES campaign.   

 

We have had  some success in getting our letters into the newspapers.  The NO campaign gets dafter by the week, and 

hopefully more and more people are seeing the light.  Recently a gentleman criticised me in the newspapers because I 

had quoted Robert Burns as an opponent of the Union.  No, said this gent.  Burns worked for the Earl of Glencairn, arch 

unionist, and therefore, by definition, the Bard was a 'patriotic Briton.'  Does everyone agree with the political opinions 

of his/her employer?  Of course not! The truth is that Burns needed the money from his job with the Excise to feed his 

growing family.  His only unionist work  'Does haughty Gaul invasion threat?' is his most insincere piece, written under 

threat of dismissal after he had refused to stand in the Theatre Royal for 'God save the King'.  It doesn't bear comparison 

with  his patriotic 'Scots wha hae' and 'Parcel o Rogues'.  Someone who bought cannons with his first salary from his job 

with the Excise and sent them to revolutionary France was no supporter of the British state! 

 

Foreign politicians from places as diverse as Ireland, Latvia and Luxemburg are angry about being misquoted.  But they 

couldn't put a spin on the statement of a Dutch politician who said that an independent Scotland would have a valuable 

place in the European Union.  Of course, that got minimum exposure on the BBC, unlike bizarre comments from union-

ists saying that the 'volatility' of oil prices would be bad for an independent Scotland but better handled by the United 

Kingdom.  It's like saying that if you win the lottery don't keep it to yourself but let your spendthrift neighbour have it 

instead!  You couldn't make it up! 
 

Secretary: 
 

Kerry Willacy has been co-opted to the Executive Committee to liase between the Branch and the Yes     

Campaign.  I have been mostly arranging the necessary paperwork involved in the A.G.M. which went off         

satisfactorily. 
 

The Disputes Committee have been in touch with me and it is to be hoped that this matter will finally be      

settled. 
 

Treasurer: 

Since our last branch meeting in January we have had quite an expensive time  Items purchased have been 

stamps and envelopes for the AGM letters, stamps to send copies of the newsletter to those members without 

e-mail, payment of lawyer's fees as discussed at January's meeting and payment for receipt of Scots Independ-

ent newspapers.  We bought flowers for Mrs Black of the Moreig Hotel as a thank you gesture for the use of 

the room we have for monthly meetings. 
 

Income has included collections made during branch meetings and payment for Sis.  Fortunately we have suf-

ficient funds in our account to cover what has been spent, but we have to be careful! 
 

Organiser: 

I have had a number of members from the Thornhill area putting their name forward to make up a quiz team. 

Unfortunately no one from the Dumfries area has put their name forward therefore it has been put on hold for 

the time being. 
 

Political Education Office? 

The GERS report which was released recently showed that Scotland is actually in a healthier financial position than the 

rest of the UK. To nobody's astonishment, the vast majority of newspapers reported the news as negatively as possible, 

continuing the long and wearisome pattern of trying to put fear and doubt in people's minds at every opportunity. For 

example, instead of rejoicing (as we should) that an independent Scotland would be the third richest country in the 

European Union, they concentrated on the impossible burden of payments that would then be due to the EU. But haud 

yer wheesht a wee minute here - aren't they also forever saying that we would have to apply to join the EU from 

scratch? It's the same story with oil - it's running out, it's hardly worth anything anyway, it's totally unpredictable, no-

body wants it - but you'll have noticed that hasn't stopped Westminster from lapping up the income from Scottish oil 

fields year in and year out. There's no doubt that fear of the unknown is a large obstacle for the Yes campaign to over-

come, and that the No campaign is very deliberately and increasingly desperately trying to ramp up the fear factor. I 

could whip up a few nightmare stories of my own - but mine would be all about what life in Scotland might be like with 

Teresa May or Michael Gove or Liam Fox ruling the Westminster roost. Now there's a vision that really sends shivers 

down my spine! 
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Andrew Wood: 
 

With snow and frost outside my window, it would appear that winter still seems to be holding on, which does not help 

me when trying to put ewes and lambs out to grass, of which there is little. 
 

Anyway, I’m still doing the usual community council and parent council meetings where the idea of making Dumfries a 

Learning town, seems to be losing the enthusiasm first brought about, as there appears to be many questions still not 

being fully answered which has given rise to a meeting being arranged by a consortium of parent councils within          

St Andrews Primary school on the 26th of March. 
 

I have also been involved with trying to keep my community councils up-dated on fast connection broadband, as many 

have been disappointed with progress to date and the poor consultation and short period of time in which took place. 

Some of you may also have noted that I have been voicing my concern about the present policy being applied in         

reducing staffing levels and have tried to make the point that we are heading towards creating a council weak in    

knowledge and skill base, within an organization experiencing greater workloads. 
 

I have also questioned why the council hired in security fencing which cost over three times the value of purchase and 

the number of units supposedly used were three times that of DGHP. 
 

We also had the unfortunate, indeed disastrous fire which erased Speddoch community hall, one that was used on a 

regular basis and will be missed until such time as a replacement can be established, fortunately no one was injured, as 

it happened in the early hours of the morning due to suspect electrics.  
 

I am also questioning the need to restore the Loreburn Hall and while I am supportive of creating the trust, I would hope 

that their focus would be more towards the development of an Arts/culture centre within the proposed new design of the 

Whitesands and that any facility required to decant DG One dry area into should be a commercial unit, such as the 

Lloyds building out at Irongrey which can be purchased for £600k and ready to go. Once D G One is repaired and 

equipment re-instated, the building could then be used as the new archive centre which I believe has an estimated cost 

of £1,350k. 
 

Finally I can confirm that I have been chosen by the Provost, as one of this year’s Bailiffs which has come as a com-

plete surprise, though find myself proud and privileged at the thought that I should even be considered, though a little 

apprehensive about wearing tights and triangular hat.  
 

Please accept my sincere apologies for not being able to attend your branch meetings, but delighted that I get this      

opportunity to keep you all up-dated with my work. 

 

Alastair Witts: 
 

Difficult decisions had to be made at the meeting of Nithsdale Area Committee as there is much less money 

available this year for grants to organisations applying for financial help.  Such is the advantage of living in a 

big, strong wealthy country like the UK (not!) with triple A status (oops, sorry, that's gone now!). 
 

I attended a meeting of the John Paul Jones Trust and they too are short of money.  Jones founded the Ameri-

can Navy but financial help from the USA seems to have dried up.  Last year I asked officials to look into the 

possibility of establishing a Russian connection as Jones went over there to lead their navy in the Russo-

Turkish war.  Happily, the Russians have shown interest and a retired admiral wants to be a patron.  As he has 

only recently retired the rules don't allow him to leave Russia until next year, but hopefully he will pay us a 

visit in the near future.  A future Russian ambassador to an independent Scotland, perhaps? 
 

I've had some other interesting meetings this month, including a talk from a Fair Trade farmer from Uganda, a 

presentation from Scottish Water about what they are doing in this area, and a couple of civic receptions- one 

for new citizens and the other for the 'University of the Third Age'.  I've also seen an increase in invitations to 

go to school council meetings, perhaps as a result of people wanting to know answers to questions about the 

proposed new 'super school' and also the schools 'cluster' system, where one head teacher is in charge of more 

than one school, when one or more of the schools in the 'cluster' drops below a certain number of pupils. 
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.As this goes to press I will be hosting a “Yes Dumfriesshire” event 

this Saturday (16th), which you should have all been invited to. I hope 

that this event will be a great success, with some inspiring speeches by 

the writer and musician Pat Kane of Hue & Cry who is on the board of 

Yes Scotland as well as Stan Blakely Yes Scotland’s communities    

Co-ordinator. We will be planning the Yes campaign across the local 

area and everyone will hopefully come away with a plan of action for 

the coming year. It will only be through each of us going out and 

spreading the word that we can secure a Yes vote in 2014. 

With that in mind, I am delighted to extend a warm welcome to Kerry 

Willacy both as a new member of the branch and as our new ‘Yes’    

Co-ordinator. Kerry will be leading Dumfries East’s contribution to 

the Yes Campaign, which can be expected to gather pace significantly 

over the next year. 

I believe we had a very helpful discussion at the branch AGM about 

strong pro-independence arguments locally. Recently the No campaign 

claimed that 200 new government institutions would need to be set up 

in Scotland. But if even half this number were correct, it would still 

mean that jobs which are based in the south, but which Scotland cur-

rently pays for through taxes, would be relocated. I have passed on the 

suggestion to Nicola Sturgeon’s office that we start thinking which 

jobs we would like to attract to which region. Of course I appreciate 

the suggestion at the AGM that Dumfriesshire puts its bid in now – 

let’s get thinking! 

In terms of Parliamentary work, earlier this month I spoke in a parlia-

mentary debate entitled ‘demographic change and an ageing popula-

tion’. I took this opportunity to highlight the great work of a fantastic 

the Annnadale Transport Initiative, based in Lockerbie, which pro-

vides a vital service for many pensioners locally. 

The campaign for South of Scotland TV is also gathering some pace. It 

is great that ITV have listened to my calls for improved local and  

Scottish broadcasting by opening their consultation on the issue. The 

two options are; restoring a dedicated news service for the former  

Border TV region along with a weekly current affairs programme 

dedicated to the area, or restoring the news service and putting in place 

an obligation to show 90 minutes of other regional programmes every 

week. I would prefer the latter if it meant that Border would be re-

stored and showed Scotland tonight, bought from STV, as well as local 

content. 

Opposition MSPs are leaning towards the option that will pretty much 

bring things back into line with where they were before the ITV Tyne 

Tees merger. Given the importance of the referendum debate, the more 

Scottish content the better. It would be great if we could all respond to 

the Ofcom consultation, which shuts on the 2nd of May and is available 

at : http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/c3-c5-obligations/ 

If you are members of a local group such as a sports club, social club 

or community campaign, it would be great to get the group to respond. 

I am sure many local campaigns find the lack of TV coverage difficult. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Seventeenth Century Religion 
 

It is a strange fact that in the past Dumfries 

and  

Galloway was a land of religious fanatics. 

Much is told of the Covenanters who were 

sorely persecuted, but very little has been 

written about the equally persecuted Catholic 

minority. 

 

With the reformation many of the local people 

were not for changing their religious beliefs 

although more welcomed the reformed 

church. The last mass held openly in 

mainland Scotland until 1791 when it again 

became legal to hold mass was held by the 

Reverent Gilbert Brown, Abbot of Sweetheart 

Abbey. 

It was a bad time for nearly everybody. The 

Episcopalians persecuted the Covenanters and 

the Covenanters persecuted the Episcopalians. 

Both persecuted the Catholics and also 

witches. Sometimes the difference between 

witches and Catholics was not apparent to the 

persecutors (see next months edition about the 

witches).  

 

One advantage, which the Catholics held over 

the Covenanters, was that many Catholics 

were of the aristocracy and the mass could be 

held in a private house instead of in the open. 

It is rumoured that a fiddler used to play on 

Saturdays at the Auld Brig of Dumfries and 

the tune he played told the Catholics at which 

house mass would be held. The Covenanters 

had to hold their conventicles in the open air 

and thus were more easily found and as a re-

sult had more martyrs. 

 

Submitted by: Isobel M Gibson 

 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/c3-c5-obligations/
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Wee Jokes 
At an auction in Glasgow a 

wealthy American announced that 

he had lost his wallet containing 

£10,000 and would give a reward 

of £100 to the person who found it. From the 

back of the hall a Scottish voice shouted, "I'll 

give £150!"  
 

Angus called in to see his friend Donald to 

find he was stripping the wallpaper from the 

walls. Rather obviously, he remarked "You're 

decorating, I see." to which Donald replied 

"Naw. I'm moving house." 
 

Double glazing is doing great business in Scotland in 

hope that the children cannot hear the ice cream van 

when it comes round. 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to my first column about local Yes Campaign activities. 
 

Many people support Independence but feel reluctant to talk to 

family, friends and colleagues about it in case they are asked 

questions and are unable to answer points of detail.   
 

The most persuasive argument Yes supporters can make is that 

the people who live and work in Scotland are best placed to make 

decisions for Scotland.  Another strong point is that real           

uncertainty comes from the UK – with years of austerity and cuts 

ahead.   
 

We can complain that the negative arguments of the No campaign 

get more space in the media.  But it is the nature of the media to 

focus on scare stories.  Our arguments are better – we just need to 

get out there and make them. 
 

Fortunately the internet means lots of information is easily       

accessible. The main cross party Yes Scotland site has a simple 

Question and Answer section which includes the ability to email 

your own questions too.                                                                  

It can be found here: http://www.yesscotland.net/questions 
 

Newsnet Scotland, which is also non affiliated, has a very      

comprehensive list of Independence questions and answers and is 

well worth a read over a cup of coffee when you have a little bit 

of time.  It is regularly updated so is worth bookmarking and   

revisiting from time to time.  

It can be found here: http://www.newsnetscotland.com/index.php/

scottish-opinion/4341-a-unionist-lexicon-an-a-z-of-unionist-scare-

stories-myths-and-misinformation#abandon 
 

A piece many people found very persuasive recently was written 

for Scotland on Sunday by the entrepreneur Jim McColl.               

It is can be found here:http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-

sunday/scottish-independence-jim-mccoll-makes-his-case-1-

2773439 
 

A very different piece – but equally well argued - focussing on 

culture and psychology was written by Professor Murray Pittock 

for the same newspaper series. It can be found here:http://

www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/politics/murray-pittock-

yes-vote-vital-to-realise-potential-1-2783510 
 

There is also National Collective, an interesting and thoughtful 

site run by artists and writers which is here. http://

nationalcollective.com/ 
 

Lastly, if you want to really get your teeth into the economics, the 

Scottish government set up an independent Fiscal commission of 

leading economists to map how an independent country would 

work. It included the Nobel prizewinning Prof Joe Stiglitz. The 

report came out a few weeks ago and can be found here: http://

www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2013/02/3017/downloads 
 

I hope you find these links informative and a good read. 
 

If you have any questions you’d like to see answered or any    

suggestion for items to be included in future columns, please get 

in touch with me – contact details can be found below. 
 

Kerry Willacy 

Email: kerrywillacy@me.com 

Phone: 07894642284 

 

 

 

 
 

Cranberry and white chocolate chip 

Scones 
 

Ingredients: 450g (1lb) SR Flour 

 Pinch of salt 

 ¾ teaspoon of baking powder 

 100g (4oz) Margerine 

 50g (2oz) Caster sugar 

 150g (6oz) Dried Cranberries 

 1 pkt white chocolate chips 

 2 eggs (beaten with enough 

 milk to make ½ pint of liquid) 

 

Method:  

1. Heat oven to 220°C, 425°F,Gas Mark 7 

and grease a baking tray. 

2. Mix flour, salt, and baking powder and 

rub in margarine. 

3. Mix in sugar, cranberries and chocolate 

chips. 

4. Add eggs and milk reserving a little for 

brushing tops. ( dough should be soft 

and spongy) 

5. Knead lightly on a floured surface and 

roll out to 1cm (½ inch) in thickness 

*cut into 16 squares. 

6. Brush tops with egg and milk an d bake 

for about 10 minutes. 

 

* I find it easier to cut into squares than      

cutting with round cutter but you can use a 

2½ inch cutter if you prefer. 

Enjoy 

http://www.yesscotland.net/questions
http://www.newsnetscotland.com/index.php/scottish-opinion/4341-a-unionist-lexicon-an-a-z-of-unionist-scare-stories-myths-and-misinformation#abandon
http://www.newsnetscotland.com/index.php/scottish-opinion/4341-a-unionist-lexicon-an-a-z-of-unionist-scare-stories-myths-and-misinformation#abandon
http://www.newsnetscotland.com/index.php/scottish-opinion/4341-a-unionist-lexicon-an-a-z-of-unionist-scare-stories-myths-and-misinformation#abandon
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/scottish-independence-jim-mccoll-makes-his-case-1-2773439
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/scottish-independence-jim-mccoll-makes-his-case-1-2773439
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/scottish-independence-jim-mccoll-makes-his-case-1-2773439
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/politics/murray-pittock-yes-vote-vital-to-realise-potential-1-2783510
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/politics/murray-pittock-yes-vote-vital-to-realise-potential-1-2783510
http://www.scotsman.com/scotland-on-sunday/politics/murray-pittock-yes-vote-vital-to-realise-potential-1-2783510
http://nationalcollective.com/
http://nationalcollective.com/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2013/02/3017/downloads
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2013/02/3017/downloads
mailto:kerrywillacy@me.com
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Submitted by: Cheryl Easton 

The Family 

Scottish Quotes and Sayings 
It's guid to be merry and wise,  

It's guid to be honest and true,  

It's guid to support Caledonia's cause  

And bide by the buff and the blue. 

Robert Burns 
Here's a Health to Them that's Awa'. 

 

Be slow in choosing a friend, but slower in changing him. 
 

 

The environment 
 

 
 

Richard Lochhead 

 

Turning environmental concerns into ambition  

 

Over these past four years we have taken some  

important steps to make Scotland greener: 

We’ve transformed Scotland into a world leader in  

green energy, with a record 39 new  

renewable projects since we came to power and  

pioneering climate change legislation. 

 

Scotland is on track to produce nearly a third of our  

electricity this year from clean green 

renewable sources. And we’re aiming for 80 per cent  

by 2020. 

 

Our £10 million Saltire prize for marine energy  

innovation has made Scotland a focal point  

for research and deployment of marine renewable  

technology. 

 

We’ve reduced the carbon footprint of our rail  

network by delivering 218 miles of new  

electrified track across the country. 

 

Scotland is clean as well as green - under your  

SNP Government, recycling is at its highest level ever. 

And, there will be no new nuclear power stations     

 in Scotland with the SNP. 

The Republic of Fife 

Poem 
Higher than the craw-stepped 

gables of our institutes – chess-clubs, 

fanciers, reels & Strathspeys – 

the old kingdom of lum, with crowns agley. 

 

All birds will be citizens: banners 

of starlings; Jacobin crows – also: 

Sonny Jim Aitken, Special P.C. 

whose red face closed in polis cars 

 

utters terrible, ridiculous 

at his brogher and sister citizens 

but we’re no feart, not of anyone 

with a tartan nameplate screwed to his door. 

 

Citizen also: the tall fellow I watched 

lash his yurt to the leafy earth, 

who lifted his chin 

to my greeting, roared AYE! 

 

as in YES! FOREVER! MYSELF! 

The very woods where my friend Isabel 

once saw a fairy, blue as a gas flame 

dancing on trees. All this 

 

close to the motorway 

where a citizen has dangled. 

maybe with a friend clutching  

his/her ankles to spray 

 

PAY NO POLL TAX on a flyover 

near to Abernethy, in whose tea rooms 

old Scots kings and bishops in mitres 

supped wi a lang spoon. Citizens: 

 

our spires and doocoots 

institutes and tinkies’ benders, 

old Scots kings and dancing fairies 

give strength to my house 

 

on whose roof we can balance, 

carefully stand and see 

clear to the far off mountains, 

cities, rigs and gardens, 

 

Europe, Africa, the Forth and Tay bridges, 

even dare let go, lift our hands 

and wave to the waving citizens 

of all those other countries. 

 

Kathleen Jamie 

from The Queen of Sheba (Bloodaxe, 1994) 

Reproduced by permission of the publisher. 

http://www.snp.org/people/richard-lochhead
http://www.snp.org/people/richard-lochhead
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UK admits long future for oil & gas 
Wed, 06/03/2013 - 15:12  (SNP Press release) 
 

On the day figures show the health of Scotland’s economy the UK Government’s Energy Minister has exposed the no 

campaigns’ doom and gloom predictions by admitting that North Sea oil & gas has a long and healthy life ahead of it. 
 

Today’s Press & Journal quotes UK Energy Minister John Hayes as saying “one of the messages I broadcast regularly, 

both here and elsewhere, is that the North Sea has a long life ahead of it. It’s very important that, through enhanced ex-

traction and new discoveries, there is a bright future ahead for oil and gas” 
 

His comments are in stark contrast to efforts by the No campaign to downgrade the potential for the North Sea. 
 

Commenting, SNP MSP Maureen Watt said: 

“Coming on a day when the No campaign’s only response to the latest GERS figures has been to talk down the future of 

the oil & gas sector, these comments clearly show the doublethink at work at the heart of the anti-independence camp. 
 

“John Hayes comments are very welcome and will be supported by people across the industry who know that we are 

going through a second north sea boom. 

“Unfortunately I don’t think his colleagues in the no campaign, who continually talk down the potential of the North 

Sea and its benefits to Scotland will be so pleased.  
 

“The fact of the matter is that Westminster’s incompetence has in the past been the biggest threat to the continued long-

term success of the oil & gas sector. 
 

“Only a Yes vote in next year’s referendum will ensure that the industry is always managed on a long-term basis for the 

benefit of people in Scotland.” 
 

The GERS report can be accessed at 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Economy/GERS 

 

Murphy confirms: Yes vote will get rid of Trident 
Wed, 06/03/2013 - 11:20 (SNP Press release) 

Jim Murphy today confirmed that the only possible way of Scotland getting rid of Trident was to vote Yes in 2014 as he 

cemented Labour’s absolute support for retaining nuclear weapons of mass destruction. 
 

In an interview on BBC Radio Scotland’s Good Morning Scotland show, Labour’s Shadow Secretary of State for De-

fence, said: "We’re in favour of the UK retaining a nuclear capability" and reinforced Labour’s pro-Trident position, 

saying: “We’re not a unilateralist party. I mean, that happened in the ‘80s, that was a flirtation with surrealism. We’re 

not a unilateralist party and we’re not going to become a unilateralist party.” 
 

The confirmation leaves the claims of Mr Murphy’s junior colleague Anas Sarwar that Labour is an anti-nuclear party 

in tatters. 
 

SNP Defence spokesperson Angus Robertson said: 

"The people and parliament of Scotland oppose a new generation of Trident nuclear weapons on the Clyde for another 

50 years – but Jim Murphy has confirmed that Labour will impose it on Scotland if they are ever allowed to be in charge 

of governing Scotland again. 
 

"Mr Murphy could give no answer for how many defence personnel Labour propose for Scotland – an embarrassing and 

awkward position for the Shadow Secretary of State for Defence to be in. The SNP have clearly outlined 15,000, but Mr 

Murphy has no position on the conventional forces that Scotland wants. 
 

"What is crystal clear is that Jim Murphy - and therefore the Labour Party – is in absolute agreement with the Tories in 

imposing Trident on Scotland which the people and parliament of Scotland don't want. 
 

"Only a Yes vote in the independence referendum can get rid of Trident from Scotland, and ensure that the billions of 

pounds the Westminster parties want to waste on weapons of mass destruction can be invested instead in building a fair 

society and strong economy. 
 

"The No campaign must be honest with the people of Scotland that a No vote in the referendum is a vote to waste tens 

of billions on new nuclear weapons on our shores, instead of investing in our public services." 
 

Notes: 

BBC Radio Scotland GMS: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0074hf7 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Economy/GERS
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0074hf7
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Questions Answers 

1. What famous building sits on top of an extinct volcano in Edinburgh?   

2. Which Scottish City is home to a world famous school of art?  

3. When someone talks about Munro Bagging, what are they referring to?  

4. What is Britain’s highest mountain?  

5. What is an Arbroath Smokie?  

6. According to tradition, who was the first King of Scotland?  

7. Who was Scotlands last reigning monarch?  

8.  Which chapel, south of Edinburgh, has been linked to the knights Templar, free masons 

and contemporary conspiracy theories?      
 

9. What is the beautiful viaduct which features in the Harry Potter films called?  

10. Who’s birthday is celebrated on 25th January?  

11. What year was Robert Burns born in ?  

12. Which Burns song served for a long time as Scotland’s unofficial national anthem?  

13. What is the largest town on Arran?  

14. Which ‘New Town’ was established in Ayrshire in 1966?  

15. Which University has a campus in Ayr?  

16. Which famous scientist was born on a farm near the Ayrshire town of Darvel?  

17. Which golf course held the first British open championship in 1860?  

18. What is the name of Scotland’s oldest distillery?  

19. Where would you find the Wallace monument?  

20. What is the deepest loch in Scotland?  

 

 

Answers in Aprils issue or contact the editor and she will email the answers out to you. 

Good Luck 
 

Answers to Februarys  Quiz:  
1. Alexander Graham Bell 2. St Andrews (in Scotland) 3. Bitter 4. Glasgow 5. Edinburgh 6. Skye 7. Simple Minds                          

8. Billy Connolly 9. Yell 10. Skye 11. Kilmarnock 12. Loch Lomond 13. Denis Law 14. The Tay  15.  Shinty 16. The Boys Brigade 

17. Mons Meg  18. Leprosy 19. Robert the Bruce 20. Flora McDonald 


